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Abstract
ITER will be the first tokamak to sustain a fusion-producing, or burning, plasma. If the plasma
temperature were to inadvertently rise in this burning regime, the positive correlation between
temperature and the fusion reaction rate would establish a destabilizing positive feedback loop.
Careful regulation of the plasma’s temperature and density, or burn control, is required to
prevent these potentially reactor-damaging thermal excursions, neutralize disturbances and
improve performance. In this work, a Lyapunov-based burn controller is designed using a full
zero-dimensional nonlinear model. An adaptive estimator manages destabilizing uncertainties
in the plasma confinement properties and the particle recycling conditions (caused by
plasma–wall interactions). The controller regulates the plasma density with requests for
deuterium and tritium particle injections. In ITER-like plasmas, the fusion-born alpha particles
will primarily heat the plasma electrons, resulting in different electron and ion temperatures in
the core. By considering separate response models for the electron and ion energies, the
proposed controller can independently regulate the electron and ion temperatures by
requesting that different amounts of auxiliary power be delivered to the electrons and ions.
These two commands for a specific control effort (electron and ion heating) are sent to an
actuator allocation module that optimally maps them to the heating actuators available to
ITER: an electron cyclotron heating system (20 MW), an ion cyclotron heating system
(20 MW), and two neutral beam injectors (16.5 MW each). Two different actuator allocators
are presented in this work. The first actuator allocator finds the optimal mapping by solving a
convex quadratic program that includes actuator saturation and rate limits. It is nonadaptive
and assumes that the mapping between the commanded control efforts and the allocated
actuators (i.e. the effector model) contains no uncertainties. The second actuator allocation
module has an adaptive estimator to handle uncertainties in the effector model. This
uncertainty includes actuator efficiencies, the fractions of neutral beam heating that are
deposited into the plasma electrons and ions, and the tritium concentration of the fueling
pellets. Furthermore, the adaptive allocator considers actuator dynamics (actuation lag) that
contain uncertainty. This adaptive allocation algorithm is more computationally efficient than
the aforementioned nonadaptive allocator because it is computed using dynamic update laws
so that finding the solution to a static optimization problem is not required at every time step.
A simulation study assesses the performance of the proposed adaptive burn controller
augmented with each of the actuator allocation modules.
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1. Introduction

The regulation of temperature and density in a fusion-
producing (burning) plasma in ITER will require the use of
nonlinear burn control algorithms [1–4] that request the cor-
rect amounts of external heating and fueling for equilibrium
stabilization [5]. Because the fast ions introduced from neutral
beam injection (NBI) and fusion reactions, as well as the heat-
ing by other auxiliary sources, unevenly heat the plasma ion
and electron populations [6, 7], the ion and electron temper-
atures will not be necessarily coupled. In previous work [8],
the authors used Lyapunov techniques [5] to design a nonlin-
ear burn controller based on a two-temperature plasma model.
This model assumed that the ion and electron temperatures
were proportional through an uncertain parameter, and the
burn controller regulated both temperatures with one control
law for the total auxiliary heating. Complex phenomena, such
as the aforementioned ion–electron temperature relationship,
were modeled with some level of uncertainty. Throughout this
work, uncertainty in the model is given by specific parame-
ters that are not precisely known to the control scheme. This
uncertainty can degrade the control performance. The adaptive
estimation scheme presented in [8] was designed to counter
this hurtle. This prior work [8] was extended in [9] by bas-
ing the controller on a two-temperature model with separate
response models for the ion and electron energies. In contrast
to [8], this burn controller used two unique stabilizing control
laws for the external ion and electron heating. In both [8, 9],
control laws for the external deuterium and tritium injection
rates were used to regulate the plasma density.

ITER’s controllers will have access to a diverse suite of
actuators that can be used to generate the external heating and
fueling necessary for the regulation of the burn condition. Two
pellet injectors will be the primary source of external fuel-
ing in ITER. One injector supplies pure deuterium (D) pellets,
and the other injector supplies a mixture of deuterium and tri-
tium (T). The tritium concentration in the mixed DT pellets
will be nominally 90%, but it can vary during plasma opera-
tions [10]. An ion cyclotron (IC) heating system, an electron
cyclotron (EC) heating system, and two neutral beam injectors
(NBI) will be used for plasma heating in ITER [11]. With six
actuators (D pellet injector, DT pellet injector, IC, EC, NBI #1
and NBI #2) and four virtual control efforts requested by the
controller (D fueling, T fueling, ion heating and electron heat-
ing), an actuator allocation algorithm can be used to optimally
map the virtual control efforts to the available actuators. The
mapping between the virtual control efforts and the efforts pro-
duced by the actuators (i.e. actuation efforts) is known as the
effector model [12].

The actuators available to a tokamak must be properly
managed to meet the different and sometimes competing

controller’s requests for external heating and fueling. Actuator
management of auxiliary heating systems has been experimen-
tally tested for electron temperature control [13]. The manager
checks each actuator for operational readiness and availabil-
ity (e.g. electron cyclotron heating is temporarily disabled for
diagnostic purposes after a pellet injection event) among other
conditions. In [14], individual controllers for internal induc-
tance and normalized beta regulation are integrated using an
actuator manager. This actuator manager attempts to achieve
different control objectives simultaneously using real-time
optimization. Furthermore, a larger number of individual con-
trollers were integrated under an optimization-based actuator
manager and tested experimentally on DIII-D [15].

There are advantages to handling the actuators with an
actuator allocator instead of including them directly in the
design of the burn controller. Because the actuator allocator is
designed separately from the burn controller, reconfigurations
in the set of actuators available for burn control do not require
modification of the virtual control laws [16]. This modularity
allows the actuator allocator to be swapped for another without
changing controllers. As an example, a scenario could occur
where only one NBI is available for burn control in ITER. The
other NBI may be needed for objectives outside the scope of
burn control. Without changing the controller, ITER operators
could exchange an actuator allocator that considers two neu-
tral beam injectors with a different one that considers only one
neutral beam injector.

In this work, the proposed model-based burn controller
and actuator allocator improve upon those presented in prior
work [9] in numerous aspects. First, the actuator allocation
algorithm in this work is more computationally efficient. The
actuator allocator in [9] mapped the virtual control efforts for
the ion and electron heating to the IC, EC and NBI systems
by solving a quadratic program at every time step. This is
slower than the dynamic update laws [17] that the actuator
allocator in this work uses for the mapping. Second, unlike
the prior work [9], the actuator allocator in this work consid-
ers the plasma fueling and pellet injectors. Third, uncertainty
is introduced into the effector model by assuming that var-
ious parameters in it are uncertain. The uncertain constants
in the effector model include the actuator efficiency factors,
the neutral beam heating fractions for the ions and electrons,
and the tritium fraction of the DT fueling pellets. This uncer-
tainty is handled by including an adaptive estimation scheme
within the actuator allocator. In [9], the nonadaptive alloca-
tor was based on an effector model that did not include any
uncertainty. Fourth, this work introduces actuator dynamics in
the form of actuation lag. Actuation lag results from various
sources such as the thermalization delay of neutral beam parti-
cles and the flight time of pellets traveling through their guide
tubes which lead into the plasma. The effects of the actuators
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Figure 1. This flow chart represents the closed-loop system with the plasma system, a burn controller, an actuator allocation algorithm and
actuator dynamics. For the simulations presented in section 10, the block labeled ‘the plasma system’ (which contains the plasma dynamics
and the effector model) and the block for the actuator dynamics (the bottom row of blocks) represent the plant. The remaining blocks (the
top row) represent the burn control scheme that attempts to regulate the plant.

on the plasma were assumed to be instantaneous in prior work
[8, 9]. In this work, the actuation lag is considered to be uncer-
tain, and yet another adaptive estimator is employed to han-
dle this additional uncertainty. Finally, the burn controller that
provides requested virtual control efforts to the allocator was
modified to consider more uncertainty in the plasma model.
The proposed adaptive burn controller estimates the uncertain
plasma confinement conditions, the DT recycling and impu-
rity sputtering from plasma–wall interactions [18], and the
alpha-particle heating fractions for the ions and electrons.

Using the aforementioned modularity of the actuator alloca-
tion algorithms, this work presents two burn control schemes.
The first one is the new adaptive burn controller (with the
expanded adaptive estimation scheme) augmented with the
nonadaptive, static allocator from [9]. The second one is the
new adaptive burn controller augmented with the new adap-
tive, dynamic allocator (that considers actuator dynamics). A
nonlinear simulation study evaluates the performance of both
of these burn control schemes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
high-level description of the closed-loop plasma system. In
section 3, the plasma model is presented. Control objectives
are considered in section 4. The stabilizing controller is synthe-
sized in section 5. In section 6, the effector model is discussed.
Actuator dynamics are covered in section 7. The nonadaptive,
static actuator allocator is presented in section 8. In section 9,
the adaptive, dynamic allocator is proposed. The simulation
study in section 10 evaluates the burn control performance
of the adaptive controller augmented with both allocators.
Conclusions and future work are addressed in section 11.

2. Description of the closed-loop system

Figure 1 provides a graphical description of the closed-loop
plasma system with actuator allocation and actuator dynam-
ics. The burning plasma dynamics consists of six (measured)
states: the ion energy Ei, the electron energy Ee, the alpha-
particle density nα, the deuterium density nD, the tritium

density nT, and the impurity density nI. Uncertain parame-
ters such as the alpha-particle ion-heating fraction, the deu-
terium–tritium wall recycling, the impurity sputtering and the
plasma confinement quality are lumped into θh. The high-level
burn controller determines the virtual control efforts that will
stabilize the target equilibrium of the nonlinear plasma sys-
tem. The four virtual control efforts are the auxiliary ion heat-
ing Paux,i, the auxiliary electron heating Paux,e, the deuterium
fueling SD, and the tritium fueling ST. Adaptive laws provide
estimate θ̂h to handle uncertainty in the plasma conditions.

The actuator allocator receives the requested stabilizing
virtual control efforts vs from the high-level burn controller.
Using either a static optimization problem or dynamic update
laws, it determines the optimal actuation efforts ud for repro-
ducing vs. The low-level actuator controller receives the opti-
mal actuation efforts ud from the allocator, and it determines
what commands ucmd should be sent to the actuators in order to
track ud despite the actuator dynamics. The actuator dynamics
include lags in the actuation and uncertain parameters lumped
into θu. The six actuation efforts u are the heating from the ion
cyclotron actuator Pic, the heating from the electron cyclotron
actuator Pec, the heating from the two neutral beam injec-
tion actuators Pnbi1 and Pnbi2, the fueling from the deuterium
pellet injection actuator SDpel , and the fueling from the deu-
terium–tritium pellet injection actuator SDTpel . After experi-
encing lag, the actuation efforts u are deposited into the plasma
system. As determined by the effector model, the actuation
efforts u produce the virtual control efforts v. The effector
model contains uncertainty (θe) in the actuator efficiencies, the
neutral beam ion-heating fraction, and the tritium concentra-
tion of the pellets. The adaptive allocator generates estimates
θ̂e and θ̂u to handle the uncertainty. The goal of the allocator is
to minimize |v − vs|.

3. The two-temperature plasma model

The presented volume-average model considers that the
plasma ions and electrons have unique temperatures, T i and
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Te, respectively. As a result, the ion and electron energies, Ei

and Ee, are governed by separate response models,

Ėi = − Ei

τE,i
+ φαPα + Pei + Paux,i, (1)

Ėe = − Ee

τE,e
+ (1 − φα)Pα − Pei − Pbr + Poh + Paux,e,

(2)

where Pα, Pbr, Poh and Pei are the alpha particle power from
fusion, the bremsstrahlung radiation losses, the ohmic heat-
ing and the collisional power exchange between the ions and
electrons. The fraction of Pα deposited into the plasma ions is
φα. Energy transport out of the plasma is modeled with con-
finement times τE,i and τE,e. The controlled external heating
deposited into the ions and electrons are Paux,i and Paux,e. The
units of each term are W m− 3.

The ion and electron energies are related to particle densi-
ties such that

E =Ei + Ee =
3
2

(nD + nT + nα + nI)Ti +
3
2

neTe, (3)

where nD, nT, nα and nI are the deuterium, tritium, alpha parti-
cle and impurity densities. The assumption of quasi-neutrality
demands an equal number of protons and elections in the
plasma. Therefore, the electron density is ne = nD + nT +
2nα + ZInI where ZI is the average impurity atomic number.
The density response models are

ṅD = − nD

τD
− Sα + SD + SR

D, (4)

ṅT = − nT

τT
− Sα + ST + SR

T, (5)

ṅα = − nα

τα
+ Sα, (6)

ṅI = − nI

τI
+ Ssp

I . (7)

Each term is expressed in units of m− 3 s− 1. The particle con-
finement times are τα, τD, τT and τ I. Deuterium and tritium
particles can be injected into the plasma at the controlled rates
of SD and ST, respectively. The impurity sputtering source due
to plasma–wall interactions is given by Ssp

I = f sp
I (n/τI + ṅ),

where f sp
I is the sputtering fraction and n = nD + nT + nα +

nI + ne is the total plasma density. The wall recycling sources
for D and T particle, respectively, are modeled with

SR
D =

1
1 − fref(1 − feff)

{
fref

nD

τD
+

(
nD

τD
+

nT

τT

)

× (1 − γPFC)
[

(1 − fref(1 − feff))Reff

1 − Reff(1 − feff)
− fref

]}
, (8)

SR
T =

1
1 − fref(1 − feff)

{
fref

nT

τT
+

(
nD

τD
+

nT

τT

)

× γPFC
[

(1 − fref(1 − feff))Reff

1 − Reff(1 − feff)
− fref

]}
, (9)

where feff is the fueling efficiency of recycled particles, fref

is the fraction of escaping particles reflected back into the
plasma, Reff is the global recycling coefficient, and γPFC is the
tritium fraction of the recycled particles [18].

The DT fusion reaction rate density is given by
Sα = nDnT⟨σν⟩ where the DT reactivity, ⟨σν⟩, is

⟨σν⟩ = C1ω
√
ξ/(mrc2T3

i )e− 3ξ, ξ = (B2
G/4ω)1/3,

ω = Ti

[
1 − Ti(C2 + Ti(C4 + TiC6))

1 + Ti(C3 + Ti(C5 + TiC7))

]− 1

, (10)

where T i is expressed in keV and BG, mrc2 and C j for j ∈
{1, . . . , 7} are constants [19]. Because every reaction creates
an alpha particle with Qα = 3.52 MeV of kinetic energy, the
alpha particle power is Pα = QαSα. In contrast to the DT reac-
tivity, the bremsstrahlung radiation losses and the ohmic heat-
ing are determined by the electron temperature. They are given
by

Pbr = 5.5 × 10− 37Zeffn2
e

√
Te, (11)

Poh = 2.8 × 10− 9ZeffI2
pa− 4T− 3/2

e , (12)

where Zeff = (nD + nT + 4nα + Z2
I nI)/ne is the effective

atomic number, Ip is the plasma current, and a is the plasma
minor radius. The power that is exchanged between the
plasma ions and electrons through collisions is given by

Pei =
3
2

ne
Te − Ti

τei
, τei =

3π
√

2πε2
0T3/2

ei

e4m1/2
ei ln Λei

∑

ions

mi

niZ2
i

, (13)

where τ ei is the relaxation time [20], the electron mass is
me = 9.1096 × 10− 31 kg, e = 1.622 × 10− 19 C, ε0 = 8.854 ×
10− 12 F m− 1, Te has units of J, and the natural logarithm is
Λk = 1.24 × 107T3/2

k /(n1/2
e Z2

eff) for k ∈ {i, e}.
The global energy confinement time is determined from the

IPB98(y, 2) scaling law [21]. The scaling law is

τE = Hτ sc
E = HH × 0.0562I0.93

p B0.15
T M0.19

× R1.97ϵ0.58κ0.78P− 0.69V− 0.69n0.41
e19

, (14)

where HH is the H-factor which depends on quality of the
plasma confinement, R is the plasma major radius, BT is the
toroidal magnetic field, ϵ = a/R, κ is the vertical elongation
at 95% flux surface, V is the volume of the plasma, ne19 is ne

in 1019 m− 3, and M = 3γ + 2(1 − γ) [22]. The tritium frac-
tion, γ, is equal to the ratio nT/nH where nH = nD + nT. The
total plasma power, P = Paux,i + Paux,e − Pbr + Pα + Poh, is
expressed in MW m− 3. The machine parameters Ip, BT, R, a, κ
and V , respectively, have values of 15 MA, 5.3 T, 6.2 m, 2 m,
1.7 and 837 m3 for ITER [22]. With uncoupled temperatures,
ions and electrons have different energy transport rates. There-
fore, τE,i = ζ iτE and τE,e = ζeτE where ζ i and ζe are con-
stants. Particle confinement times are similarly proportional to
(14) such that τ r = krτE for r ∈ {α, D, T, I}.

Fusion reactions and NBI heat the plasma through the intro-
duction of fast ions. Initially, these fast ions primarily heat
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electrons. As their kinetic energy falls due to collisional events,
increasingly more of their energy goes into the plasma ions.
Only at the critical energy, εc, do the fast ions evenly heat the
plasma ions and electrons. The ion heating fraction is denoted
as φ f for f ∈ {α, nbi} to distinguish between alpha-particle
heating and neutral beam heating. In prior work [9], the ion
heating fraction was shown to be

φ f =
1
x0

⎡

⎣1
3

ln
1− x

1
2
0 +x0

(1 + x
1
2
0 )2

+
2√
3

⎛

⎝tan− 1 2x
1
2
0 − 1√

3
+
π

6

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦ ,

(15)

εc =
A f Te

m1/3
e n2/3

e

∑

ions

niZ2
i

Ai

(
3
√
π ln Λi

4 ln Λe

) 2
3

,

where x0 = ε f 0/εc, ε f 0 is the initial kinetic energy of the fast
ion, A f for f ∈ {α, nbi} is the atomic mass of the fast ion, and
Ai for i ∈ {α, D, T, I} is the atomic mass of the plasma ions
[6, 23]. For the alpha particles produced from fusion events,
εα0 = Qα and Aα = 4. ITER’s neutral beam heating system
injects 1 MeV deuterium particles into the plasma [24]. There-
fore, εnbi0 = 1 MeV and Anbi = 2. For the plasma temperatures
and densities considered in this paper’s simulation study of
ITER (section 10), φα ≈ 15% and φnbi ≈ 20%.

The following parameters are considered to be uncertain:
HH , ζ i, ζe, φα, kD, kT, kα, kI, feff , fref , Reff , γPFC and f sp

I . They
are lumped into the nominal uncertainty vector θh such that
(1), (2) and (4) through (7) can be rewritten as

Ėi = − θh,1
Ei

τ sc
E

+ θh,3Pα + Pei + Paux,i,

Ėe = − θh,2
Ee

τ sc
E

+θh,4Pα− Pei− Pbr +Poh+Paux,e,

ṅα = − θh,5
nα

τ sc
E

+ Sα, (16)

ṅD = − θh,6
nD

τ sc
E

+ θh,9
nT

τ sc
E

− Sα + SD,

ṅT = − θh,7
nT

τ sc
E

+ θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

− Sα + ST,

ṅI = − θh,8
nI

τ sc
E

+ θh,11
n
τ sc

E
+ θh,12ṅ,

where θh,i is the ith element of θh. The elements of θh are given
in appendix A, and they can be inferred from (1), (2), (4)–(9)
and (16).

4. Burn control objectives

The purpose of the high-level controller is to track equilibria
defined by (16) at steady-state despite the uncertainty in θh.
The desired equilibrium values for the six states (Ēi, Ēe, n̄α, n̄D,
n̄T, n̄I) and the four virtual control efforts (P̄aux,i, P̄aux,e, S̄D, S̄T)
are determined by solving the system of six equation (16)
at steady-state with predefined values for Ēi, Ēe, n̄ and γ̄.

These equations can be used to study ITER’s operational
space, which in turn is usually represented by Plasma Oper-
ation Contour (POPCON) diagrams [25]. The deviations of
the states from desired values are denoted as Ẽi =Ei− Ēi,
Ẽe =Ee− Ēe, ñα =nα − n̄α, ñD =nD − n̄D, ñT =nT − n̄T and
ñI =nI − n̄I. The control objective is to drive the following sys-
tem to its equilibrium at the origin (i.e. drive the deviations to
zero) despite model uncertainties:

˙̃Ei = − θh,1
Ēi + Ẽi

τ sc
E

+ θh,3Pα + Pei + Paux,i,

˙̃Ee =− θh,2
Ēe +Ẽe

τ sc
E

+θh,4Pα− Pei− Pbr +Poh+Paux,e,

˙̃nα = − θh,5
n̄α + ñα

τ sc
E

+ Sα, (17)

˙̃nD =− θh,6
n̄D + ñD

τ sc
E

+θh,9
n̄T + ñT

τ sc
E

− Sα+SD,

˙̃nT =− θh,7
n̄T + ñT

τ sc
E

+θh,10
n̄D + ñD

τ sc
E

− Sα+ST,

˙̃nI = − θh,8
n̄I + ñI

τ sc
E

+ θh,11
n̄ + ñ
τ sc

E
+ θh,12 ˙̃n.

Appendix B provides the dynamic equations for γ̃ and ñ, which
are functions of ñα, ñD, ñT, ñI.

5. Adaptive burn control algorithm

A Lyapunov candidate function Vz(z) [5], where z is the state
of the system ż = f (z(t)) with an equilibrium at the ori-
gin, can be viewed as a representation of the energy of the
dynamic system. If a feedback controller is designed to enforce
that the energy is always dissipated (V̇z(z) < 0) except at
z = 0, then the origin is asymptotically stable and the designed
feedback controller is asymptotically stabilizing. Therefore,
Lyapunov-based control design follows a two-step procedure:
(1) definition of an energy-type Lyapunov candidate func-
tion Vz(z); (2) synthesis of control laws that make V̇z(z) < 0
everywhere except at the equilibrium point.

The control laws for the ion heating Paux,i, electron heat-
ing Paux,e, deuterium fueling SD and tritium fueling ST are
developed using the following Lyapunov function [5]:

V = k2
i Ẽ2

i + k2
e Ẽ2

e + k2
γγ̃

2 + ñ2 + θ̃T
hΓ

− 1
h θ̃h, (18)

where ki, ke and kγ are positive constants, and Γh is a positive
definite matrix. The controller’s current estimate of nominal
θh is θ̂h (θh is not known). The θ̃h vector is the controller’s
estimation error of θh such that θ̃h = θ̂h − θh. With the Lya-
punov analysis presented in appendix B, the four control laws
are formulated as

Pstable
aux,i = θ̂h,1

Ēi

τ sc
E

− θ̂h,3Pα − Pei, (19)

Pstable
aux,e = θ̂h,2

Ēe

τ sc
E

− θ̂h,4Pα+Pei +Pbr − Poh, (20)

5
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Sstable
D =

1
2

[
3θ̂h,5

nα

τ sc
E

+ 2θ̂h,7
nT

τ sc
E

+ 2θ̂h,6
nD

τ sc
E

+ Sα − 2ST − (ZI + 1)
(
− θ̂h,8

nI

τ sc
E

)

− 2θ̂h,9
nT

τ sc
E

− 2θ̂h,10
nD

τ sc
E

− (ZI + 1)θ̂h,11
n
τ sc

E

− (ZI + 1)θ̂h,12ṅ − KNñ
]

, (21)

Sstable
T = − KTγ̃ + θ̂h,7

nT

τ sc
E

+ Sα − θ̂h,10
nD

τ sc
E

+ γ

(
θ̂h,5

3nα

2τ sc
E

+
(ZI + 1)

2

(
θ̂h,8

nI

τ sc
E

)

− 3
2

Sα −
(ZI + 1)

2
θ̂h,11

n
τ sc

E

− (ZI + 1)
2

θ̂h,12ṅ − KNñ
2

)
, (22)

where KN and KT are positive constants. The control laws are
augmented with an adaptive estimator for the uncertain (not
known) θh:

˙̂θh ≈ ˙̃θh = Γh

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

− (Ēi/τ
sc
E )k2

i Ẽi

− (Ēe/τ
sc
E )k2

e Ẽe

Pαk2
i Ẽi

Pαk2
e Ẽe

− 3ñ(nα/τ
sc
E )

− [2ñ − ((k2
γγ̃γ)/nH)](nD/τ sc

E )
− [2ñ − (γ − 1)(k2

γγ̃)/nH](nT/τ
sc
E )

− ñ(ZI + 1)(nI/τ
sc
E )

− (((k2
γγ̃)/nH)γ − 2ñ)(nT/τ

sc
E )

− (γ − 1)((k2
γγ̃)/nH)(nD/τ sc

E )
ñ(ZI + 1)(n/τ sc

E )
(ZI + 1)ñṅ

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (23)

Note that ˙̂θh ≈ ˙̃θh because changes in the uncertain parame-
ters are assumed to be negligible (θ̇h ≈ 0). This assumption
implies that these uncertain parameters are either constant or
slowly varying when compared with the characteristic time of
the system, which is in general the case in practice. The adap-
tive control laws (19)–(23) track the equilibria of the error
system (17) despite the uncertainty in the model. The stability
of this adaptive burn controller is discussed in appendix B.

6. Effector model

For the purposes of burn control of the plasma core, ITER will
have access to four external heating systems and two external
fueling systems. Respectively, the ion cyclotron (IC) and elec-
tron cyclotron (EC) systems deliver powers Pic and Pec directly
to the ions and electrons. Heat is then transferred between the
ion and electron populations through particle collisions. This is

modeled using Pei in (1) and (2). The two neutral beam injec-
tion (NBI) systems deliver powers Pnbi1 and Pnbi2 with ion-
heating fraction φnbi and electron-heating fraction (1 − φnbi).
At an injection rate of SDTpel , the DT injector fires pellets that
have a nominal 90% T concentration. Because this T con-
centration γDTpel can change during long pulse operations in
ITER, a nonlinear burn controller has been designed to handle
unknown variations in the deuterium–tritium concentrations
of the fueling lines [26]. Similarly, γDTpel is considered to be
uncertain in the effector model in this work. However, this
change over time is slow enough to fit the assumptions of the
actuator allocator design. Indeed, changes of γDTpel over time
are considered negligible in the simulation studies presented in
section 10. The D injector fuels the plasma at an injection rate
of SDpel with pellets that have no tritium (γDpel = 0). The actu-

ation efforts u = [ PicPecPnbi1Pnbi2SDpelSDTpel
]T are mapped

to the virtual control efforts v = [ Paux,iPaux,eSDST ]T = Φ(u)
through the effector model:

Paux,i = ηicPic + ηnbi1φnbiPnbi1 + ηnbi2φnbiPnbi2 ,

Paux,e = ηecPec + ηnbi1 φ̄nbiPnbi1 + ηnbi2 φ̄nbiPnbi2 , (24)

SD = ηDTpel (1 − γDTpel )SDTpel + ηDpel SDpel ,

ST = ηDTpelγDTpel SDTpel ,

where ηa for a ∈ {ic, ec, nbi1, nbi2, Dpel, DTpel} are actuator
efficiency factors and φ̄nbi = (1 − φnbi). The efficiency factors
and φnbi are considered to be constant and uncertain. The vir-
tual control efforts Paux,i, Paux,e, SD and ST that are produced
by the actuation efforts in (24) are inputs to the plasma system
(16) described in section 3.

In (24), the ion cyclotron heating (Pic) could have been
modeled similarly to the neutral beam heating (Pnbi1 and Pnbi2 ),
where separate fractions of Pic would be delivered to the
plasma ions and electrons as determined by (15). However, in
contrast to neutral beam heating where foreign fast ions are
externally injected into the plasma, ion cyclotron heating pro-
duces fast ions within the plasma by growing a tail in the high-
energy region of the ions’ distribution function [23]. These
native fast ions then heat the surrounding plasma through par-
ticle collisions. Therefore, since ion cyclotron heating (Pic)
directly impacts the ion energy (Ei) and the resulting change
to Ei causes electron heating through particle collisions (which
is modeled using Pei in (1) and (2)), the IC heating is chosen
to be modeled without explicitly determining ion and electron
heating fractions in the effector model (24). Nevertheless, the
effector model could be changed to have Pic deliver separate
fractions of heating to the ions and electrons as determined by
(15) without requiring major changes to the formulation of the
actuator allocators presented in sections 8 and 9.

7. Actuator dynamics

Burn control of ITER will have to overcome actuator delays
such as the flight time of fueling pellets traveling through
guide tubes (the control problem resulting from the pellets’
flight time delay has been studied in [27]). The global
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plasma response times of the EC, IC, NBI and fueling
pellet injection systems could be up to 20 ms, 200 ms,
80 ms and 0.1 s, respectively, for ITER [11]. Therefore,
the time between when the actuator command is made by
the control scheme and when the actuation efforts u influ-
ence the virtual control efforts v through the mapping (24) is
nonzero. The instantaneous actuator commands are denoted as
ucmd = [ Pcmd

ic Pcmd
ec Pcmd

nbi1Pcmd
nbi2Scmd

Dpel
Scmd

DTpel
]T, and u is the vector of

delayed actuation efforts used in (24). The actuator dynamics
are modeled as first-order lag processes:

Tlagu̇ + u = ucmd, (25)

where Tlag = diag(τ lag
ic , τ lag

ec , τ lag
nbi , τ

lag
nbi , τ

lag
pel , τ

lag
pel ) is a diagonal

matrix whose elements are time constants that represent the
lag in actuation. These time constants are considered to be
uncertain (not known).

All of the time constants are assumed to be proportional to
the aforementioned plasma response times from [11] except
for τ lag

nbi . The time constant for the NBI actuators is the sum
of the plasma response time (∼ 80 ms) and the more signifi-
cant NBI thermalization delay. In the plasma, an NBI ion loses
energy, εnbi, at a rate of

dεnbi

dt
= − Bεnbi − Bεnbi

(
εc/εnbi

)3/2, (26)

where B = e4nem
1
2
e Z2

nbi ln Λe/(3
√

2π
3
2 ε2

0mnbiT
3
2

e ) [6, 20]. For
ITER, the NBI ion’s charge Znbi and mass mnbi are that of a D
ion. The NBI thermalization delay can be found by integrat-
ing (26) from zero to the thermalization delay. For the plasma
conditions considered in section 10, this thermalization delay
is approximately ∼ 0.5 s.

8. Nonadaptive, static actuator allocator

The control laws derived in section 5 represent the stabilizing
virtual control efforts vs = [ Pstable

aux,i Pstable
aux,e Sstable

D Sstable
T ]T. In a

modular design, the requested virtual control efforts vs are sent
from the controller to the actuator allocator. The actuator allo-
cator attempts to achieve vs using the available actuators. The
virtual control efforts actually produced by the actuators are
denoted as v = [ Paux,i Paux,e SD ST ]T. The allocator attempts
to drive the allocation error |vs − v| to zero.

In this section, the actuator allocator designed in the
authors’ prior work [9] is presented. This work combines this
allocation algorithm with the controller presented in section 5
to create one of the two burn control schemes that will be eval-
uated in a simulation study (section 10). This actuator alloca-
tor is designed with the assumptions that the effector model
(section 6) does not contain any uncertainty and that there
are no actuator dynamics (section 7). The parameter vector θe

is assumed to be known, and the actuation is assumed to be
instantaneous (ud = ucmd = u always). Recalling figure 1, this
allocator assumes that its output ud skips the two blocks for the
low-level actuator control algorithm and the actuator dynam-
ics. Therefore, ud enters directly into the block for the effector

model (a component of the plasma system). Figure 2 describes
this simplified closed-loop model.

Since there are four heating actuators (Pic, Pec, Pnbi1 and
Pnbi2 ) and two virtual control efforts for plasma heating (Paux,i

and Paux,e) in (24), ITER is overactuated in regard to its power
systems [28]. The actuator allocation algorithm presented in
this section will attempt to reproduce the desired virtual con-
trol efforts for power using the available ITER heating actua-
tors. The algorithm considers actuator saturation and rate con-
straints. The effector model (24) for the auxiliary power is
rewritten as

v⋆ = Bu⋆ =

[
ηic 0 ηnbi1φnbi ηnbi2φnbi

0 ηec ηnbi1 φ̄nbi ηnbi2 φ̄nbi

]
u⋆,

v⋆ =
[
Paux,i Paux,e

]T, u⋆ =
[
Pic Pec Pnbi1 Pnbi2

]T,

(27)

where vectors u⋆ and v⋆ are, respectively, truncations of the u
and v vectors that were previously defined in section 6. They
exclude the external fueling terms (SDpel , SDTpel , SD and ST)
because ITER’s fueling systems are not overactuated when
gas injection is omitted. For the core plasma, the fueling effi-
ciency from gas injection is predicted to be less than 1% in
ITER [10, 29]. The commands for the pellet injectors can be
solved directly from (24):

SDTpel =
ST

ηDTpelγDTpel

, (28)

SDpel =
SD − ηDTpel (1 − γDTpel )SDTpel

ηDpel

. (29)

The actuator allocation problem for ITER’s heating systems
can be posed as a quadratic program [12]:

minimize
s,u⋆

⎛

⎝
2∑

i=1

gis2
i +

4∑

j=1

w j(u⋆
j)

2

⎞

⎠

subject to Bu⋆ = v⋆ + s, u⋆
l ! u⋆ ! u⋆

u,

(30)

where the primary objective is to minimize the slack variables
s =

[
s1, s2

]T (thereby minimizing the error in the mapping
between u⋆ and v⋆), and the secondary objective is to minimize
power consumption. This secondary objective also improves
the numerical conditioning of matrix H which is introduced
below for the rewritten optimization problem (32). The ele-
ments of g and w are weights that are selected to prioritize
the primary objective. The most restrictive lower and upper
actuator constraints at each time step are given by

u⋆
l = max(u⋆, u⋆

∆ + ∆tδ), u⋆
u = min(ū⋆, u⋆

∆ + ∆tδ̄),
(31)

where u⋆ and ū⋆ contain the lower and upper actuator satura-
tion constraints, δ and δ̄ contain the lower and upper actuator
rate constraints, and u⋆

∆ is u⋆ from the previous time step.
The quadratic program (30) can be put into as the standard

form [30] by defining H = 2 × diag(w1, . . . , w4, g1, g2) where

7
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Figure 2. The actuator allocation algorithm presented in section 8 was designed for the closed-loop plasma system represented by the above
flow chart. This closed-loop system assumes that there are no actuator dynamics and that the mapping between the actuation efforts u and
the virtual control efforts v contains no uncertainty (θh is known and u = ud).

H is positive definite. The resulting optimization problem is
strictly convex:

minimize
s,u⋆

1
2

(u⋆T, sT)H
(

u⋆

s

)

subject to (B, − I)
(

u⋆

s

)
= v⋆,

(
I 0
− I 0

)(
u⋆

s

)
"

(
u⋆

l

− u⋆
u

)
. (32)

9. Adaptive, dynamic actuator allocator

In this section, the new adaptive, dynamic allocator that is
designed for the closed-loop system shown in figure 1 is pre-
sented. To make the design of the allocation algorithm [17]
easier, the high-level dynamics (1), (2), (4) through (7), the
effector model (24), and the actuator dynamics (25) are put into
a more generalized form. The high-level dynamics are rewrit-
ten as ẋ = f (x) + g(x)v where x = [ Ei Ee nα nD nT nI ]T.
Both f (x) and g(x) are easily inferred (θh is incorporated into
f (x)). The effector model (24) and actuator dynamics (25) are
rewritten as

v = Φ(u, θe) = Φθe (u)θe, (33)

u̇ = f θu(u, ucmd)θu,

θu =
[
1/τ lag

ic 1/τ lag
ec 1/τ lag

nbi 1/τ lag
pel

]T
,

θe =
[
θe1 θe2

]T,

θe1 =
[
ηic ηnbi1φnbi ηnbi2φnbi ηec ηnbi1 ηnbi2

]T,

θe2 =
[
ηDpel ηDTpel ηDTpelγDTpel

]T
.

The vectors θe and θu lump together the uncertain parameters.
The proposed allocator’s estimates of the uncertain parameters

are denoted as θ̂e and θ̂u. The Φ(u, θe), Φθe and f θu(u, ucmd)
matrices can be easily inferred from the effector model (24)
and the actuator dynamics (25). In this generalized formula-
tion, v is the output, x and u are measured, and ucmd is the
controlled input.

The actuator allocation algorithm takes the desired virtual
control reference vs as an input from the controller and dynam-
ically computes the desired actuator reference ud as an output.
The desired virtual control reference vs is the vector of sta-
bilizing controls calculated by the high-level controller from
(19)–(22). The goal of the allocation algorithm is to get the
actual virtual control efforts v from the effector model (24)
to match the reference vs by dynamically updating reference
ud. The low-level control ucmd will attempt to bring the actual
actuation efforts u to the computed value of reference ud. The
reference ud is the argument of the minimization problem:

minimize
ud

J(ud) (34)

subject to vs − Φ(ud + ũ, θ̂e) = 0,

where ũ = u − ud and J(ud) is the cost function. For the pro-
posed dynamic allocator, each of the following cost functions
can be used for J(ud)

J1(ud) = z(diag(ud)ud), (35)

J2(ud) = z(diag(ud)ud) −
6∑

i=1

q i log(ūi − ud,i)

−
6∑

j=1

m j log(ud, j), (36)

where zT, q T and mT are column vectors filled with weighting
constants. Recall that ū is the vector of upper saturation lim-
its for each actuator. The first cost function (35) only seeks to
minimize the actuation effort, while the second cost function
(36) takes into account the actuator saturation limits by using

8
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barrier functions. Recall that the upper and lower saturation
limits are given by ū and u = 0, respectively.

By introducing a Lagrangian function with Lagrangian
parameter vector λ, the constrained optimization problem (34)
can be written as an unconstrained optimization problem, i.e.

L(ud, ũ,λ, θ̂e, θ̂u) = J(ud) + (vs − Φ(ud + ũ, θ̂e))T λ, (37)

minimize
ud,λ

L(ud, ũ,λ, θ̂e, θ̂u). (38)

Based on [17], update laws for ud , λ, θ̂e and θ̂u are developed
to conserve the stability of the closed-loop system (1), (2), (4)
through (7), (24) and (25). Two observers are employed for
the adaptive estimation scheme of the uncertain (not known)
parameters (θu and θe). With Hurwitz matrices Aû and Ax̂, the
two observers are

˙̂u = Aû(û − u) + f θu(u, ucmd)θ̂u, (39)

˙̂x = Ax̂(x̂ − x) + f (x) + g(x)Φ(u, θ̂e). (40)

The four update laws for the adaptive allocation algorithm are
defined by

(
u̇d

λ̇

)
= − ΓH

⎛

⎜⎝

∂L
∂ud
∂L
∂λ

⎞

⎟⎠ − u f f , (41)

u f f = H− 1

⎛

⎜⎝

∂2L
∂ũ∂ud
∂2L
∂ũ∂λ

⎞

⎟⎠ f ũ(ũ, ud, ucmd, θ̂u)+H− 1

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

∂2L

∂θ̂∂ud
∂2L

∂θ̂∂λ

⎞

⎟⎟⎠
˙̂θ,

H =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

∂2L
∂u2

d

∂2L
∂λ∂ud

∂2L
∂ud∂λ

0

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ ,

˙̂θT
e = ξT

x Γxg(x)Φθe (u)Γ− 1
θe

,

˙̂θT
u =

(
∂Vũ

∂ũ
+ ξT

u Γu

)
f θu(u, ucmd)Γ− 1

θu

+

(
ξT

x Γx+
∂LT

∂ud

∂2L
∂ũ∂ud

+
∂LT

∂λ

∂2L
∂ũ∂λ

)
fθu(u, ucmd)Γ− 1

θu
,

where θ̂ # (θ̂T
u , θ̂T

e )T, ξu # u − û, ξx # x − x̂, and Γ, Γθu , Γθe ,
Γu and Γx are symmetric positive definite matrices. In contrast
to the dynamic allocator (41), the static allocator incorporates
the hard constraints for the actuator limits in the optimiza-
tion problem (32) instead of using barrier functions as in (36),
avoiding in this way the tuning of the cost-function weights
associated with the barrier functions.

Because of the actuator dynamics described in section 7, a
low-level controller is designed. The low-level control ucmd is
manipulated in an attempt to force the actual actuation effort
u, which is determined by the actuator dynamics (25), to the
desired actuation effort ud that is calculated using (41). Since

the dynamics of all of the actuators take the same form (25),
each actuator’s low-level control law will have the same form.
The control for each actuator is developed using the Lyapunov
functions

Vũ,i =
ũ2

i

2
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, (42)

where each Vũ,i depends on the ith element of
ũ = [ P̃ic P̃ec P̃nbi1 P̃nbi2 S̃Dpel S̃DTpel

]T. Using the pro-
cedure shown in appendix C, the control law for each actuator
is formulated as

ucmd,i = ud,i +
u̇d,i

Θ̂u,i
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, (43)

Θ̂u =
[
θ̂u,1 θ̂u,2 θ̂u,3 θ̂u,3 θ̂u,4 θ̂u,4

]T
, (44)

where ud,i and θ̂u,i refer to the ith element of ud and θ̂u,
respectively. The elements of Θ̂u can be readily inferred from
the elements of θu (33) and the actuator dynamics (25). The
Lyapunov functions Vũ,i and ˙̃ui = f ũi(ũi, ud,i, ucmd,i, Θ̂u,i) for
i ∈ {1, . . . , 6} are put into vectors Vũ and f ũ for use in the
adaptive, dynamic allocation algorithm (41).

10. Simulation study

The following simulation study is an assessment of the burn
control algorithm presented in section 5 augmented with
each of the two actuator allocation algorithms presented
in sections 8 and 9. The results of five different simula-
tions are reviewed. The following information is common
to all five simulations. The initial conditions are set to
nα = 2 × 1018 m− 3, nD = 3 × 1019 m− 3, nT = 3 × 1019 m− 3,
nI = 1 × 1018 m− 3, Ei = 1.5 × 105 J m− 3 and
Ee = 1.8 × 105 J m− 3. Because the beryllium source
from wall sputtering could be significant in ITER [31],
ZI = 4 for Be is chosen in this study (any other choice
like a weighted average between the atomic numbers of Be
and W, for instance, is possible). Parameters in the plasma
model are set to HH = 1, ζ i = 1.1, ζe = 0.9, kD = 3, kT = 2,
kα = 4, kI = 6, φα = 0.15, feff = 0.1, fref = 0.5, Reff = 0.6,
γPFC = 0.5 and f sp

I = 0.01. The upper saturation limits of
ITER’s actuators [11] are Pmax

ic = 20 MW, Pmax
ec = 20 MW,

Pmax
nbi,1 = 16.5 MW, Pmax

nbi,2 = 16.5 MW, Smax
Dpel

= 120 Pa m3 s− 1

and Smax
DTpel

= 111 Pa m3 s− 1. The lower saturation limits of all
of the actuators are set to zero. For the power actuators, the
rate constraints are all set to ± 10 MW s− 1.

The simulation study is broken up into scenarios A–C. Sce-
nario A covers the first two simulations, scenario B covers
the third simulation, and scenario C covers the last two sim-
ulations. In scenario A, the performances of the controller
(19)–(22) with and without adaptive estimation of the uncer-
tain plasma parameters (23) are compared (θh is not known).
These two simulations assume that the parameters in the effec-
tor model are certain (θ̂e = θe always), and they assume that
there are no actuator dynamics (ud = u as depicted in figure 2).
The nonadaptive, static allocator (32) is used with the adap-
tive and nonadaptive controllers in scenario A. In contrast, the
adaptive, dynamic allocator (41) with cost function J1(ud) (35)

9
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Figure 3. Scenario A—simulation results are for the adaptive (blue-solid lines) and nonadaptive (green-dash-dot lines) controllers
augmented with the nonadaptive, static allocator. The burn control schemes attempt to bring the ion energy, electron energy, plasma density
and tritium fraction to their desired values (red-dashed lines). For scenario A, there is uncertainty in the plasma model (θh is not known), all
parameters in the effector model are known (θe is known), and actuator dynamics are not included (instantaneous actuation). Because of the
uncertainties present in the plasma model, the nonadaptive controller fails to track the desired targets while the adaptive controller succeeds.

is evaluated in scenario B. In scenario B, the adaptive con-
troller is used and the parameters for the effector model and the
actuator dynamics (θe and θu) are not known (actuator dynam-
ics are included as depicted in figure 1). In scenario C, the
targets (i.e. reference or desired values) that are sent to the
controller, the parameters in the effector model (θe), and the
initial estimates of all of the uncertain parameters (θh, θe and
θu) are different from scenarios A and B. With the two simula-
tions for scenario C, the cost function J1(ud) (35) is compared
to the cost function J2(ud) (36) for use in the adaptive, dynamic
allocator’s Lagrangian function.

10.1. Scenario A: nonadaptive, static allocation

Two simulations are performed for scenario A which assumes
that there are no actuator dynamics. In the effector model,
the parameters are set to ηic = 0.9, ηec = 0.92, ηnbi1 = 1,
ηnbi2 = 0.95, ηDpel = 0.93, ηDTpel = 1, γDTpel = 0.9 and
φnbi = 0.2. At the start of each simulation, the desired equi-
librium point sent to the controller is the solution of (16) with
d/dt = 0 when Ēi=1.4 × 105 J m− 3, Ēe=1.6 × 105 J m− 3,
n̄=1.5 × 1020 m− 3 and γ̄=0.5. After 100 s in each sim-
ulation, the desired equilibrium point changes to the
solution of (16) with d/dt = 0 when Ēi=1.2 × 105 J m− 3,
Ēe=1.8 × 105 J m− 3, n̄=1.4 × 1020 m− 3 and γ̄=0.5. The
initial estimate of the uncertain vector θ̂h is calculated by
multiplying the nominal values of each element, in order, with

the following numbers: 1.09, 1.05, 0.95, 0.9, 0.92, 0.96, 1.07,
1.04, 1.10, 0.88, 0.92 and 1.08. The effector model parameters
are considered to be known such that adaptive estimation of
θe is not needed. Without actuator dynamics, θu is irrelevant.

For scenario A, the performance of the adaptive controller
defined by (19)–(23) is compared to the performance of the

controller with adaptive estimation turned off ( ˙̂θ = 0). The
nonadaptive, static allocator presented in section 8 is used in
the two simulations. The results of the two simulations are
shown in figures 3 and 4. As seen in figures 3(a)–(d), the adap-
tive controller with the nonadaptive, static allocator (blue-solid
lines) successfully tracks the desired targets (red-dashed lines)
for the ion energy, electron energy, plasma density and tritium
fraction despite the uncertainty in the plasma confinement,
DT wall recycling, impurity sputtering and the alpha particle
ion-heating fraction. When the controller requests the external
heating and fueling shown in figures 4(a) and (b), the alloca-
tor successfully commands the ion cyclotron system, electron
cyclotron system, neutral beam injectors and pellet injectors
in order to optimally reproduce these virtual control efforts
(figures 4(c) and (d)). Without adaptive estimation, the con-
troller fails to meet the control objectives provided in section 4
(see the green-dash-dot lines in figure 3). Figures 4(e)–(h)
show the virtual control and actuation efforts produced by
the nonadaptive controller with nonadaptive, static allocation.
Comparing figure 4(e) to figure 4(a), it can be seen that the

10
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Figure 4. Scenario A—simulation results in (a)–(d) are for the adaptive controller augmented with the nonadaptive, static allocator. Simula-
tion results with adaptive estimation turned off are given in (e)–(h). The controller requests the external ion power and electron power shown
in (a) (or (e)), and it requests the external deuterium fueling and tritium fueling shown in (b) (or ( f )). After receiving instructions from the
allocator, the ion cyclotron system, electron cyclotron system, neutral beam injectors and pellet injectors produce the actuation efforts shown
in (c) and (d) (or (g) and (h)).
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Figure 5. Scenario B—simulation results for the adaptive controller augmented with the adaptive, dynamic allocator. The adaptive, dynamic
allocator’s algorithm uses cost function J1 (35). The burn control scheme successfully drives the ion energy (a), electron energy (b), plasma
density (c) and tritium fraction (d) to their desired values. The controller requests the external ion and electron powers shown in (e), and it
requests the deuterium and tritium fueling shown in ( f ). After receiving instructions from the allocator, the ion cyclotron system, electron
cyclotron system, neutral beam injectors and pellet injectors produce the actuation efforts shown in (g) and (h). For scenario B, there is
uncertainty in the plasma model, the effector model and the actuator dynamics (θh, θe and θu are not known).
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Figure 6. Scenario C—results from two simulations that both use the adaptive controller augmented with the adaptive, dynamic allocator.
In the simulation represented with the blue-solid lines, the allocator used cost function J2 (36) which includes the actuator constraints as
barrier functions. In the simulation represented by the green-dash-dot lines, the allocator used the cost function J1 (35) which does not
consider the actuator constraints. The burn control schemes attempt to bring the ion energy, electron energy, plasma density and tritium
fraction to their desired values (red-dashed lines). For scenario C, there is uncertainty in the plasma model, the effector model and the
actuator dynamics (θh, θe and θu are not known).

nonadaptive controller requests too much auxiliary heating. As
a result, the power actuators needlessly reach their upper satu-
ration limit (figure 4(g)). These simulations clearly illustrate
the importance of the burn controller’s adaptive estimation
scheme.

10.2. Scenario B: adaptive, dynamic allocation

Scenario B uses the same controller targets and initial esti-
mate of uncertain vector θ̂h as scenario A. For scenario B, the
effector model contains uncertainty (θ̂e ̸= θe) and the uncer-
tain actuator dynamics described in section 7 are included
(θ̂u ̸= θu). In the effector model, the parameters are set to
ηic = 0.9, ηec = 0.92, ηnbi1 = 1, ηnbi2 = 0.95, ηDpel = 0.93,
ηDTpel = 1, γDTpel = 0.9 and φnbi = 0.2 (same as scenario A).
Respectively, the time constants τ lag

ic , τ lag
ec , τ lag

nbi and τ lag
pel are

set to 5 × 0.2, 5 × 0.02, 5 × 0.58 and 5 × 0.1 s. To evalu-
ate robustness, the time constants were chosen to be a five-
fold increase of the nominal plasma response times reported
in section 7. The initial estimate of the uncertain vector θ̂ #
(θ̂T

u , θ̂T
e )T is calculated by multiplying the nominal values of

each element, in order, with the following numbers: 1.07, 1.18,
1.11, 0.95, 1.16, 0.95, 0.89, 1.05, 1.11, 1.14, 0.92, 0.92 and
0.95.

For scenario B, only one simulation is performed and the
results are shown in figure 5. In this simulation, the adap-
tive controller with the adaptive, dynamic allocation (41) (see
section 9) is used. The simpler cost function J1 (35) is used for
the allocator’s optimization algorithm. Figure 5 shows that this
burn control scheme can successfully track desired equilibria
despite the nonzero actuation lag (T lag ̸= 0) and the uncer-
tainty introduced in the plasma model, the effector model (24)
and the actuator dynamics (25). In figures 5(e) and ( f ), the
stabilizing virtual control efforts vs that are requested by the
controller are shown. Figures 5(g) and (h) plot the low-level
control ucmd, which is calculated using the control law (43),
that brings the actual (lagged) actuation efforts u, which are
mapped back to virtual control efforts v in (24), to the desired
actuation effort ud. The ud vector is optimally calculated using
the allocator’s dynamic update laws (41), and it successfully
reproduces vs.

The computational performances of the nonadaptive, static
allocator and the adaptive, dynamic allocator can now be
compared. For the simulation of scenario A with the adap-
tive controller, the execution of the static allocation algorithm
accounted for 67.7% of the simulation time, while the exe-
cution of the dynamic allocation algorithm in the scenario B
simulation accounted for only 39.6% of the simulation time.
The total run time of the simulation with the nonadaptive, static

13
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Figure 7. Scenario C—simulation results in (a)–(d) are for the adaptive controller augmented with the adaptive, dynamic allocator that uses
cost function J2 (36). The results shown in (e)–(h) are for the simulation that uses the cost function J1 (36) instead of J2 for the allocator.
Unlike J1, the cost function J2 considers the actuator constraints. The controller requests the external power and fueling shown in (a) and
(b) (or (e) and ( f )), respectively. Based on instructions from the allocator, the ion cyclotron system, electron cyclotron system, neutral beam
injectors and pellet injectors produce the actuation efforts shown in (c) and (d) (or (g) and (h)).
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allocator was approximately 2.5 times longer than the total run
time of the simulation with the adaptive, dynamic allocator.
As expected, the dynamic allocator is more computationally
efficient.

10.3. Scenario C: comparing cost functions

In scenario C, the plasma model, the effector model and
the actuator dynamics contain uncertainty (θ̂h ̸= θh, θ̂e ̸= θe

and θ̂u ̸= θu). This scenario is used to evaluate the adap-
tive, dynamic allocator (with the adaptive controller) when
it is based on each of the cost functions J1 (35) and J2

(36). The second cost function, J2, is more complex than
the first cost function, J1, because it includes the actua-
tor saturation limits as barrier functions. In scenario C, the
controller’s targets, the effector model’s θe, and the initial
estimates of θh, θe and θu differ from scenarios A and B. At
the beginning of the simulation, the controller’s targets are
defined by the solution of (16) with d/dt = 0 when Ēi=1.3 ×
105 J m− 3, Ēe=1.5 × 105 J m− 3, n̄=1.3 × 1020 m− 3 and
γ̄=0.5. After 100 s, the targets are changed to be defined by the
solution of (16) with d/dt = 0 when Ēi=1.45 × 105 J m− 3,
Ēe=1.88 × 105 J m− 3, n̄=1.6 × 1020 m− 3 and γ̄=0.5. In the
effector model, the parameters are set to ηic = 0.95, ηec =
0.9, ηnbi1 = 1, ηnbi2 = 0.85, ηDpel = 0.97, ηDTpel = 0.92,
γDTpel = 0.8 and φnbi = 0.2. The uncertain parameters in the
actuator dynamics θu are the same as those presented for sce-
nario B. The initial estimate of the composite uncertainty vec-
tor Θ̂ # (θ̂T

h , θ̂T
u , θ̂T

e )T is calculated by multiplying the nominal
values of each element, in order, with the following numbers:
1.04, 1.09, 0.92, 0.96, 1.07, 0.94, 1.03, 0.94, 1.12, 0.93, 1.05,
0.9, 1.1, 1.13, 0.9, 0.94, 1.1, 0.88, 0.8, 1.05, 1.1, 1.1, 0.87, 0.91
and 0.93.

Figures 6 and 7 show the results of the two simulations
for scenario C. For this particular scenario, the adaptive con-
troller with adaptive, dynamic allocation fails to track the ref-
erence values when the simpler cost function, J1, is used in
the allocator’s algorithm (see green-dash-dot lines in figure 6).
Only when the more complex cost function J2 (which has bar-
rier functions for the actuator saturation limits) is used, does
the burn control scheme successfully track the desired targets
(see blue-solid lines in figure 6). Because J1 does not consider
the actuator saturation limits, the allocator’s update law (41)
commands the ion cyclotron system to provide approximately
Pic,d ≈ 22 MW of heating after 100 s. Because Pmax

ic = 20 MW,
the burn control scheme with J1 fails to raise the ion energy to
its’ target (see figures 6(a) and 7(g)). Without the inclusion
of actuator constraints in J1, the allocator cannot respond to
the saturation of the ion cyclotron power by raising the neutral
beam power (to get Ēi) and lowering the electron cyclotron
power (to get Ēe). The dynamic allocator with J2 is able to
make this response and track the target throughout the simula-
tion run time. Finally, both allocator cost functions sought to
minimize the actuation effort (i.e. reduce power and fuel con-
sumption). Therefore, both simulations favored the first neutral
beam injector with efficiency factor ηnbi1 = 1 over the second
neutral beam injector with efficiency factor ηnbi2 = 0.85 (see
figures 7(c) and (g)).

11. Conclusions and future work

Nonlinearity, uncertainty (unknown parameters), actuator allo-
cation, actuator constraints, and actuation lag make burn con-
trol more difficult. A Lyapunov-based nonlinear controller
was designed to calculate the virtual control efforts that sta-
bilize the system’s equilibrium. Adaptive estimation in the
controller’s algorithm can handle uncertainty in the plasma
confinement, particle recycling, impurity sputtering and alpha-
particle ion-heating fraction. Particularly for ITER’s heating
systems, allocation is needed to produce the controller’s stabi-
lizing control efforts. Under ideal circumstances where there
are no actuator dynamics and the mapping between the vir-
tual control effectors and the actuation efforts (the effector
model) is certain, the presented nonadaptive, static allocation
algorithm performs competently while taking into considera-
tion the actuator constraints. When uncertain actuator dynam-
ics are included and there exists uncertainty in the effector
model parameters such as the neutral beam ion-heating frac-
tion and the tritium concentration of the DT pellets, the perfor-
mance of the nonadaptive, static allocator will degrade con-
siderably. Due to the modular design of the allocators, the
nonadaptive, static allocator can be readily swapped for an
adaptive allocation algorithm that consists of dynamic update
laws without the need to alter the controller. This burn con-
trol scheme with the adaptive allocator is able to overcome the
aforementioned challenges when an appropriate cost function
was selected for its algorithm.

For future work, the effector model (24) can be expanded to
consider DT gas puffing and impurity injection (from gas puff-
ing and pellet injection). Since ITER’s neutral beam injectors
will heat the plasma by firing highly kinetic deuterium parti-
cles into the plasma’s core, NBI does supply some fueling to
the plasma. Therefore, the deuterium fueling contribution from
NBI can be included in the effector model. This would cou-
ple the heating actuators to the fueling virtual control efforts
in the effector model. In addition, the proposed adaptive,
dynamic allocator can be extended to handle time-varying,
state-dependent uncertain parameters in the effector model
and the actuator dynamics. An example of an uncertain state-
dependent parameter is the neutral beam ion-heating fraction
(15) which was assumed to be constant in this work. The addi-
tional challenge of handling time-varying actuator constraints
in burn control applications may also be part of this future work
effort to improve the proposed actuator allocator designs. Real-
time optimization in the form of receding-horizon optimal con-
trol was exploited in the past to tackle time-varying actuator
constraints in many plasma control problems, including pro-
file control [32, 33]. Future work may also focus on model-
ing more specialized actuator dynamics for ITER. This may
include pure delays that can be added to the first-order lag pro-
cesses (25) presented in section 7. These new dynamics would
then be considered in the formulation of a new actuator allo-
cator based on a possibly updated effector model. Finally, the
burn control schemes presented in this work may be assessed
in 1D simulations of ITER before experimental testing (it is
anticipated that the burn condition could be ‘emulated’ to some
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extent in present non-burning-plasma devices by using ded-
icated auxiliary sources). To overcome the issue of limited,
noisy plasma diagnostics expected in ITER and future power
reactors, the design of state estimators for burn control [34]
will need to be further investigated.
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Appendix A. Uncertain parameters in plasma model

The lumped uncertain parameters for the plasma model (16)
described in section 3 are all positive definite, and they are
given by

θh,1 =
1

ζiHH
, (45)

θh,2 =
1

ζeHH
, (46)

θh,3 = φα, (47)

θh,4 = (1 − φα), (48)

θh,5 =
1

kαHH
, (49)

θh,6 =
1

kDHH
− f eff

kDHH(1 − f ref(1 − f eff))

×
(

f ref + (1 − γPFC)
(1 − f ref(1 − f eff))Reff

1 − Reff(1 − f eff)
− f ref

)
,

(50)

θh,7 =
1

kTHH
− f eff

kTHH(1 − f ref(1 − f eff))

×
(

f ref + γPFC
(1 − f ref(1 − f eff))Reff

1 − Reff(1 − f eff)
− f ref

)
,

(51)

θh,8 =
1

kIHH
, (52)

θh,9 =
f eff(1 − γPFC)

kTHH(1 − f ref(1 − f eff))

× ((1 − f ref(1 − f eff))Reff

1 − Reff(1 − f eff) − f ref
, (53)

θh,10 =
f effγPFC

kDHH(1 − f ref(1 − f eff))

× (1 − f ref(1 − f eff))Reff

(1 − Reff(1 − f eff)) − f ref
, (54)

θh,11 =
f Isp

kIHH
, (55)

θh,12 = f Isp . (56)

Appendix B. Synthesis of burn controller using
Lyapunov analysis

The control laws for Paux,i, Paux,e, SD and ST are synthesized by
first taking the time derivative of the Lyapunov function V that
is given by (18) in section 5:

V̇ = k2
i Ẽi

˙̃Ei + k2
e Ẽe

˙̃Ee + k2
γγ̃ ˙̃γ + ñ ˙̃n + θ̃T

hΓ
− 1
h

˙̃θh. (57)

The expressions for Ẽi and Ẽe are given by (17). With (17), the
dynamics of γ̃ can be found in a few steps by recalling that
γ = nT/nH = nT/(nD + nT):

γ̇ = ˙̃γ =
ṅTnH − nTṅH

n2
H

=
ṅT

nH
− γ

ṅH

nH
, (58)

ṅH = ˙̃nH = ˙̃nT + ˙̃nD = − θh,7
nT

τ sc
E

− θh,6
nD

τ sc
E

+ SD + ST − 2Sα + θh,9
nT

τ sc
E

+ θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

,

˙̃γ =
1

nH

[
− θh,7

nT

τ sc
E

− Sα + ST + θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

− γ

(
− θh,7

nT

τ sc
E

− θh,6
nD

τ sc
E

− 2Sα + SD

+ ST + θh,9
nT

τ sc
E

+ θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

)]
. (59)

Using (17) and the quasi-neutrality condition that gives
ne = nD + nT + 2nα + ZInI, the dynamics of ñ can be found
to be
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˙̃n = ṅ = ˙̃nD + ˙̃nT + ˙̃nα + ˙̃nI + ˙̃ne

= 3 ˙̃nα + 2 ˙̃nT + 2 ˙̃nD + (ZI + 1) ˙̃nI, (60)

= − 3θh,5
nα

τ sc
E

− 2θh,7
nT

τ sc
E

− 2θh,6
nD

τ sc
E

− (ZI + 1)θh,8
nI

τ sc
E

− Sα + 2SD + 2ST

+ (ZI + 1)SI + 2θh,9
nT

τ sc
E

+ 2θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

+ (ZI + 1)θh,11
n
τ sc

E
+ (ZI + 1)θh,12ṅ. (61)

Substitution of the expressions for ˙̃Ei,
˙̃Ee, ˙̃n and ˙̃γ into (57)

gives

V̇ = k2
i Ẽi

[
Paux,i − θh,1

Ēi

τ sc
E

− θh,1
Ẽi

τ sc
E

+ θh,3Pα + Pei

]
(62)

+k2
eẼe

[
Paux,e − θh,2

Ēe

τ sc
E
− θh,2

Ẽe

τ sc
E

+θh,4Pα− Pei − Pbr +Poh

]

+
k2
γγ̃

nH

[
− θh,7

nT

τ sc
E

− Sα + ST + θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

− γ

(
− θh,7

nT

τ sc
E

− θh,6
nD

τ sc
E

− 2Sα + SD

+ ST + θh,9
nT

τ sc
E

+ θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

)]

+ ñ
[
− 3θh,5

nα

τ sc
E

− 2θh,7
nT

τ sc
E

− 2θh,6
nD

τ sc
E

+ 2SD + 2ST − Sα − (ZI + 1)θh,8
nI

τ sc
E

+ ( ZI + 1 )SI + 2θh,9
nT

τ sc
E

+ 2θh,10
nD

τ sc
E

+ ( ZI + 1)θh,11
n
τ sc

E
+ (ZI + 1)θh,12ṅ

]
+ θ̃T

hΓ
− 1
h

˙̃θh.

By employing the certainty equivalence principle [35] (assume
θ̂h = θh), the four control laws (19)–(22) in section 5 can be
formulated from (62). The four control laws (expressions for
Paux,i, Paux,e, SD and ST) are chosen to eliminate terms that are
not always negative from (62). Because θh is not known, the
four control laws depend on the estimates of θh (denoted θ̂h),
and this will cause many of the terms to depend on θ̃h after
substituting for the control laws. Substitution of (19)–(22) into
(57) gives

V̇ = − k2
i Ẽ2

i

τ sc
E

θh,1 −
k2

e Ẽ2
e

τ sc
E

θh,2 + k2
i Ẽi

Ēi

τ sc
E
θ̃h,1

+ k2
e Ẽe

Ēe

τ sc
E
θ̃h,2 − k2

i ẼiPαθ̃h,3 − k2
e ẼePαθ̃h,4

+ 3ñ
nα

τ sc
E
θ̃h,5 +

(
2ñ −

k2
γγ̃

nH
γ

)
nD

τ sc
E
θ̃h,6

+

(
2ñ − (γ − 1)

k2
γγ̃

nH

)
nT

τ sc
E
θ̃h,7

+ ñ(ZI + 1)
nI

τ sc
E
θ̃h,8 +

(
k2
γγ̃

nH
γ − 2ñ

)
nT

τ sc
E
θ̃h,9

+ (γ − 1)
k2
γγ̃

nH

nD

τ sc
E
θ̃h,10

− ñ(ZI + 1)
n
τ sc

E
θ̃h,11 − (ZI + 1)ñṅθ̃h,12

− KT
k2
γγ̃

2

nH
− KNñ2 + θ̃T

hΓ
− 1
h

˙̃θh. (63)

If all of the parameters are known (θ̃h = 0), the stability
condition

V̇= − k2
i Ẽ2

i

τ sc
E

θh,1−
k2

e Ẽ2
e

τ sc
E

θh,2− KT
k2
γγ̃

2

nH
− KNñ2 ! 0, (64)

is satisfied (τ sc
E , θh,1, θh,2, nH > 0). Since the estimates of the

uncertain parameters are generally inaccurate (θ̂h ̸=θh), the sta-
bility condition (64) does not hold with the control laws alone.
Therefore, the control laws should be augmented with an adap-
tive law that estimates θh. The adaptive law (23) in section 5
reduces (63) to (64). Therefore, the adaptive law (23) main-
tains the stability condition (64) when uncertainty exists. It
does not guarantee that the estimation errors of the uncertain
parameters are driven to zero (θ̃h ! 0). The set E is defined
by all points of the state space (Ẽi, Ẽe, γ̃, ñ, θ̃h) where V̇ = 0.
From (64), it is possible to see that V̇ = 0 only when Ẽi = 0,
Ẽe = 0, γ̃ = 0 and ñ = 0, regardless of the value of θ̃h. There-
fore by LaSalle’s theorem [5], Ẽi, Ẽe, γ̃ and ñ approach zero
as t →∞.

The stability of ñα can be shown with the Lyapunov func-
tion

Vα =
ñ2
α

2
. (65)

Using (16), its derivative is given by

V̇α = ñα

(
− θh,5

nα

τ sc
E

+ Sα

)
. (66)

With the stabilization of Ẽi, Ẽe, γ̃ and ñ, the expression
(− θh,5nα/τ sc

E +Sα) in (66) increases with decreasing nα and
vice versa. Therefore, the statement

(
− θh,5

nα

τ sc
E

+ Sα

)
= − µñα, (67)

where µ is a positive continuous function, is valid. The sta-
bility of ñα can now be shown with the following condition:
V̇α = − µñ2

α < 0 ∀ ñα ̸= 0 when Ẽi = Ẽe = γ̃ = ñ = 0.
Finally, the stability of ñI can be shown using the response

model for the impurity density (7). It reduces to 0=− nI +
f sp

I n at steady-state (recall that the impurity sputtering is given
by Ssp

I = f sp
I (n/τI + ṅ)). Clearly, ñI =0 when ñ=0. There-

fore, bringing the total plasma density (n) to its desired target
(ñ → 0) is equivalent to stabilizing ñI.
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Appendix C. Synthesis of low-level controller
using Lyapunov analysis

All six of the low-level control laws take the same form
because the dynamics of each actuator take the form (25).
Recalling (25), using the definition of Θu (44), taking the
time derivative of Vũ,i (42) from section 9 and substituting for
ũi = (ui − ud,i) gives

V̇ ũ,i = ũi ˙̃ui = ũi(Θu,i(ucmd,i − ũi − ud,i) − u̇d,i)

for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. (68)

When Θ̂u,i = Θu,i, the stability condition

V̇ ũ,i = − ũ2
i Θ̂u,i < 0 ∀ ũi ̸= 0, (69)

is achieved (for Θu,i > 0) with the low-level actuator control
law (43) given in section 9.
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